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Abstract
Multiple sound sources often contain harmonics that overlap and may be degraded by environmental noise. The auditory system is capable of
teasing apart these sources into distinct mental objects, or streams. Suchan 'auditory sceneanalysis' enables the brain to solve the cocktail party
problem. A neural network model of auditory scene analysis, called the ARTSTREAM model, is presented to propose how the brain
together into a distinct stream based on pitch and spatial location cues. The model also clarifies how multiple streams may be distinguished and
separated by the brain. Streams are formed as spectral-pitch resonancesthat emerge through feedback interactions between frequency-specific
spectral representations of a sound source and its pitch. First, the model transforms a sound into a spatial pattern of frequency-specific activation
across a spectral stream layer. The sound has multiple parallel representations at this layer. A sound's spectral representation activates a bottomup filter that is sensitive to the harmonics of the sound's pitch. This filter activates a pitch category which, in turn, activates a top-down
one another. Resonanceprovides the coherence that allows one voice or instrument to be tracked through a noisy multiple source environment.
Spectral components are suppressedif they do not match harmonics of the top-down expectation that is read-out by the selected pitch, thereby
allowing another streamto capture these components,as in the 'old-plus-new heuristic' of Bregman. Multiple simultaneously occurring spectralpitch resonances can hereby emerge. These resonanceand matching mechanisms are specialized versions of Adaptive Resonance Theory, or
ART,
model also clarifies how spatial location cues can help to disambiguate two sources with similar spectral cues. Data are simulated from
psychophysical grouping experiments, such as how a tone sweeping upwards in frequency creates a bounce percept by grouping with a
downward sweeping tone due to proximity in frequency, even if noise replaces the tones at their intersection point. illusory auditory percepts are
also simulated, such as the auditory continuity illusion of atone continuing through a noise burst even if the tone is not present during the noise,
and the scale illusion of Deutsch whereby downward and upward scalespresented alternately to the two ears are regrouped based on frequency
proximity, leading to a bounce percept. Since related sorts of resonanceshave been used to quantitatively simulate psychophysical data about
system. Proposals
for developing the model to explain more complex streaming data are also provided.
@ 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Auditory sceneanalysis; Streaming;Cocktail party problem; Pitch perception; Spatial localization; Neural network; Resonance;Adaptive
resonancetheory; Spectral-pitchresonance
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1. Introduction: cocktailparty problemand auditory
continuityillusion
When we talk to a friend in a crowdednoisy room, we
can usually keep track of our conversation above
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the hubbub, even though the sounds emitted by the friendly
voice partially overlap the sounds emitted by other speakers
and noise sources. How do we separatethis jumbled mixture
of sounds into distinct voices? This issue is often called the
cocktail party problem. The same problem is solved
whenever we listen to a symphony or other music wherein
overlapping harmonic components are emitted by several
instruments. If we could not separate the instruments or
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voices into distinct sources,or auditory streams,then we
could not hearthe musicas music,or intelligentlyrecognize
a speaker'ssounds.The ability to segregatethesedifferent
signalshas been generallytenDedauditory sceneanalysis
(Bregman,1990).
A simple versionof this competenceis illustratedby the
auditory continuity illusion (Miller & Licklider, 1950).
Supposethat a steadytone shuts off just as a broadband
noise turns on. Suppose,moreover,that the noiseshutsoff
just as the tone turns on onceagain;seeFig. 1a.Whenthis
happensunder appropriate temporal constraints,the tone
seemsto continue right throughthe noise, which seemsto
occur in a separateauditory' stream'.This examplesuggests
that the auditory system can actively extract those
componentsof the noise that are consistentwith the tone
and use themto track the 'voice' of the tone right through
the hubbubof the noise.
In orderto appreciatehowremarkablethis propertyis, let
us compareit with what happenswhen the tone does not
turn on againfor a secondtime, as in Fig. 1b. Thenthe first
tone does not seemto continue through the noise. It is
perceivedto stopbeforethe noiseends.How doesthe brain
know that the secondtone will turn on afterthe noiseshuts
off, so that it can continuethe tone throughthe noise,even
thoughthe toneis not perceivedto persistthroughthe noise
if the secondtone does not eventuallyoccur?Doesthis not
seemto require that the brain can operate 'backwardsin
time' to alter its decisionas to whetheror not to continuea
pasttone throughthe noisebasedon future events?
AUDITORY CONTINUITY ILLUSION
Percept

Input

(a)

Additionalpropertiesof this phenomenon
areclarified by
the third condition: If no noise occurs between two
temporally disjoint tones, as in Fig. lc, then the tone is
not heardacrossthe silentinterval. Instead,two temporally
disjoint tones are heard. This fact raises the additional
question:how doesthe brain use the noise to continuethe
tone throughit?
Manyphilosophersand scientistshavepuzzledaboutthis
sort of problem. This article clarifies how the process
wherebywe consciouslyhearthe first tone takessometime
to unfold,so that by the time we hear it, the secondtonehas
an' opportunityto influenceit. To make this argument,we
needto ask: Why doesconsciousauditiontake so long to
occur after the actual soundenergyreachesour brain? Just
as important: why can the second tone influence the
conscious percept so quickly, given that the first tone
could not?
An analysisof the mechanismsof auditorysceneanalysis
is important for understandinghow the human auditory
perceptual systemoperates,as well as for technological
applications. While speech recognition systems have
improved greatly within the last decade, they are still
proneto noise and interferencefrom otherspeakers.
1.1. Auditory sceneanalysis
The nomenclature associated with auditory scene
analysis contains several keywords: source, stream, grouping and stream segregation. The source is a physical,
external entity which produces sound; e.g. a speaker. The
perceptual correlate of this source is a stream; i.e. it is what
the brain takes to be a single sound. The stream is created by
the perceptual grouping and segregation of acoustic properties that are thought to correspond to an acoustic object.
Grouping and stream segregation, or streaming, assign
appropriate combinations of frequency components to a
stream through time. For an exhaustive review of auditory
scene analysis, the reader is referred to Bregman (1990).
The scene analysis process can be thought of as two
processesthat interact: a simultaneous grouping process and
a sequential grouping process. For example, in Fig. 2, the
simultaneous grouping process tries to group B and C
together if they have synchronous onsets and offsets, or if
they are harmonically related. Similarly.. the sequential
grouping process tries to group A and B together based on
their frequency and temporal proximity.

1.2. Groupingprinciples
(b)

(c)
Fig. 1. (a) Auditory continuity illusion: when a steady tone occurs both
before and after a burst of noise, then under appropriate temporal and
amplitude conditions, the tone is perceived to continue through the noise.
(b) This does not occur if the noise is not followed by a tone. (c) Nor does it
occur if two tones are separated by silence.

In order to denote which acoustic attributes correspond to
a stream, researchers,including Gestalt scientists and, more
recently, Bregman (1990) and his colleagues, have
suggested several grouping principles.
Proximity. The proximity grouping principle is shown in
Fig. 2. If two tones are closer together in frequency and
time, then it is more likely that they should be grouped
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1.3. Primitive versusschema-based
segregation

I';

Fig. 2. A groupsbetter with B if they are closer in frequency.However,
simultaneous cues, such as common onsets, common offsets and
harrnonicity, can help group B and C. [Adapted with permissionfrom
Bregmanand Pinker (1978).]

together,e.g. A andB shouldbegroupedtogetherif theyare
close enough.
Closureand belongingness.Closureand belongingness
leadto perceptsof continuityandcompletion.Closureis the
perceptualphenomenon
of completingstreamswhenthereis
evidence for it. For example, listeners may hear a tone
continuing through noise under certain conditions, even
though the tone is not presentduring the noise, as in the
auditory continuity illusion of Fig. la. Thus,the perceptual
system completes the tone across the noise, given the
evidencethat the samefrequencytone is presenton either
side of the noise.
Good continuation. Good continuation states that an
object's sound does not make rapid jumps, but instead
continuessmoothly.For example,in Fig. la, the slopeof the
tone is the sameon eitherside of the noise,andthus should
be grouped togetherdue to good continuity of the tone.
However,if the post-noisetone was at a distantfrequency,
thenthe tonewould not havegood continuityandwould not
stream across the noise. Note that continuity is closely
relatedto proximity.
Commonfate. Commonfate statesthat thoseattributes
which are going through similar manifestationsshould be
grouped together. For example, those frequency components which originate from the same spatial location
sharethe same 'fate', and therefore,should correspondto
the same object. Similarly, those frequencycomponents
which are being modulated(frequencyor amplitude)at the
samerate or have synchronousonsetsand offsets should
correspondto an object.
Principle of exclusiveallocation. This principle states
that attributesareassignedto one streamor another,but not
both. While this principle seemsto hold in sequential
streaming, it can fail in simultaneousstreaming,where
harmonicsof two streamscan overlap.

Bregman (1990) noted that auditory stream segregation
consists of a primitive, nonattentive, unlearned process and a
schema-based, attentive, learned process. Bregman and
Rudnicky (1975) found that tones in an unattended stream
can capture tones from an attended stream. In addition, van
Noorden (1975) presented a repetition of two alternating
tones whose frequency and temporal spacing were manipulated to subjects. van Noorden obtained two curves: the
temporal coherenceboundary (TCB) and the fission boundary
(FB). The TCB corresponds to the boundary where the
frequency separation between the temporally adjacent tones
was too large to hear one stream. The FB corresponds to the
point where the two frequencies were too close in frequency
to be heard as separate streams. The FB varied little as a
function of the tone repetition rate, and was mainly a function
of the frequency separation. On the other hand, the TCB
showed that as the frequency separation between the tones
increased,one neededto slow down the repetition rate in order
to maintain one stream with both tones. Bregman (1990)
argued that the FB corresponds to an attentional mechanism
and the TCB correspondsto a nonattentional mechanism, and
noted that the schema-basedmechanisms can override the
primitive mechanisms. The mechanism proposed here
addresses the preattentive,
primitive
segregation
mechanisms, but also proposes how automatic attentional
mechanisms help to determine perceived streams.

2. Groupingcues
One can find acoustic attributes that correspond to the
grouping principles. The attributes include temporal and
frequency separation,harmonicity, spatial location, amplitude
modulation, frequency modulation, and onsetsand offsets.

2.1. Temporalandfrequencyseparation
Bregman and Pinker (1978) showed that tones in a
repeating sequence tend to group if they are closer in
frequency, e.g. A and B in Fig. 2. In addition, faster
presentation rates of alternating high and low frequency
tones causesthe two tones to be segregatedinto two streams
(Bregman & Campbell, 1971). The effect of faster
presentation rates is to narrow the temporal separation
between adjacent instances of the high tone (and low tone),
allowing the tones in each frequency region to form a
separatestream. The Bregman and Rudnicky (1975) stimuli,
which are shown in Fig. 3, show how tones that are part of
one stream can be captured into a different stream by adding
additional tones that are close in frequency. When A and B
were presented by themselves, listeners could easily judge
their temporal order. When A and B were flanked by tones
F, listeners had a more difficult time. However, if the captor
tones C surrounded the flankers, then F streamed with C,
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experimentis importantbecause,in it, the principle of good
continuationis overcomeby frequencyproximity.
2.3. Harmonicity and pitch
Time
Fig. 3. When A and B are presentedby themselves,listenerscould easily
judge the order of them. If A and B wereflankedby tonesF, then listeners
had a more difficult time. However,if the captortones C surroundedthe
flankers, then F streamedwith C, leaving A-B to a different stream,
allowing the listeners to hear the order once again. [Adapted with
permissionfrom Bregmanand Rudnicky (1975).]
, .t

A-B split into a different stream,andi!tt{6lis~ii~fs could
againhear the order of A-B. Thus,if~ and ~':are in the
middle of a stream,their orderis more~fficult t6;determine.
2.2. Continuity illusion

"

As mentionedabove,proximity combinedwith closure
leads to the auditory continuity illusioU. In the continuity
illusion, soundA seemsto continuethroughsoundB, even
thoughsoundA is not presentduring soundB. This illusion
works for both tonesand glides that areinterruptedby brief
burstsof noise.
An exampleinvolving glidesis shownin Fig. 4. The top
two figures show the two different stimuli that Steiger
(1980) presented to listeners. In (b), broadbandnoise
replacedthe glide portion. However, for both the stimuli
in (a) and (b), listenersheardthe two streamsshownin (c)
and (d). Thus, in (b), the glide complex is completed,or
continued,throughthe noise.Also in (b), a third streamis
heard correspondingto the broadbandnoise bursts. This

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Stimuli andperceptof the experimentby Steiger(1980). (a) and(b)
showthe stimuli thatwerepresentedto thesubjects.In (b), thenoise is not
addedto the glides, but actually replacesthe glide pof1ions.For both the
stimuli in (a) and(b), listenershearthe two streamsshownin (c) and(d). In
(b), a third streamis heardcorrespondingto the broadbandnoise bursts.
[Adaptedwith permissionfrom Steiger(1980).]

Periodic sources typically have frequency components,
called harmonics, at integer multiples of the fundamental
frequency, Fo. The subjective experience of Fo is denoted as
pitch, and is influenced by the harmonic content and other
attributes of the signal. Consider a speaker producing a
vowel at a particular fundamental frequency; e.g. 150 Hz.
The vowel contains harmonics at integer multiples; e.g. 300,
450, 600, etc. and the relative amplitudes of these harmonics
lead to a given vowel percept. Since a set of related
harmonics will correspond to the same source, the pitch can
be used to group these harmonic components.
A harmonic of a complex tone can be heard separate from
the tone if it is mistuned by 1.5-3%, as well as causi~g the
complex pitch to shift. If the mistuning is greater than ~%~lhe
harmonic has little effect on the pitch, and is still he~as a
second source (Moore, Glasberg, & Peters, 1985t,: Also,
lower harmonics are easierto hear separately from admplex
than higher harmonics, and harmonics are easierl~pture
out of a complex if the neighboring harmonics are removed
(van Noorden, 1975). Partials spaced 14 semitones apart fuse
better than ones that 16 semitones apart (Bregman, 1990).
A semitone is the smallest pitch interval in Western music,
and two tones separatedby a semitone correspondsto tones at
frequencies f and (1.06}f. These effects may be related to the
resolution of the harmonics within the auditory channels
(Cohen, Grossberg, & Wyse, 1995).
Segregation based on harmonicity is used by listeners in
speechperception. It has been shown that listeners can use
Fo to segregate multiple voices. Listeners' identification of
two concurrent vowels increases as the difference in the two
F 0 increases, and plateaus between 0.5 and 2 semitones
(Scheffers, 1983). When Fo was an octave apart, identification is also very poor (Brokx & Noteboom, 1982; Chalika
& Bregman, 1989). Since an octave corresponds to a
doubling of frequency, half the harmonics for the two
vowels will overlap. It should be noted "that listeners can
identify concurrent vowels with the same F 0 with greater
than chance accuracy, implying that listeners can also use
schema-basedsegregation. In addition, a formant (frequencies with greater energy that correspond to vowel identity)
of a single vowel may become segregated when the formant
has a differing Fo under certain conditions (Broadbent &
Ladefoged, 1957; Gardner, Gaskill, & Darwin, 1989).
Finally, speech stimuli with discontinuous pitch contours
tend to segregate at the discontinuities (Darwin &
Bethell-Fox, 1977).

2.4. Bounceand crosspercept in crossingglide complexes
While the harmonicity cues can cause componentsto
group, they can also compete with frequency proximity
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cues, leading to a bounce or a cross percept in the perception
of crossing glides. The influence ofharmonicity is seenin the
experiments of Bregman and Doehring (1984), who showed
that a glide can be captured into a stream if two partials form a
harmonic frame around the glide. While harmonicity can
cause streaming, glides which cross sometimes produce a
bounce percept, presumably due to frequency proximity at
the crossing point (Halpern, 1977; Tougas & Bregman,
1990). A bounce percept correspondsto hearing two streams,
one with a ' U ' shaped percept and another with a ' n '
shaped percept, due to the crossing of glides. The cross
percept corresponds to hearing two streams, each stream
containing one of the glides. Halpern (1977) presentedthe six
different one second glide stimuli shown in Fig. 5 to subjects
and asked them to rate how well they produced a bounce
percept. The numbers below each figure corresponds to the
preference of hearing a bounce or a cross: numbers greater
than 2.5 correspond to a bounce percept, and numbers below
2.5 correspond to a cross percept. The numbers next to the
glides correspond to the harmonic number of an underlying
Fo. The stimuli in (a) and (d) produced a bounce percept,
while the others produced a cross percept. This experiment
shows that the harmonic structure in (b) and (c) help to

I

overcomethe ambiguity at the crossingpoint that occursin
(a) andpromotesa crosspercept.
Tougasand Bregman (1990) performed an experiment
very similar to that of Halpern. Tougasand Bregman had
four different harmonic stimuli: rich crossing, rich bouncing, all pure, and all rich (Fig. 6). All but the rich crossing
condition produced a bounce percept, even when the
interval I was filled with silence,noise, or just the glides.
The bounceperceptwas greatestfor rich bouncing,then all
pure,and then all rich, for all three-intervalconditions.An
implication of this experimentis that regardlessof noise,
silence,or glide during the crossingpoint, onegetsthe same
percept.

2.5. Spatiallocation
While spatial locationseemsto be a strongprinciple for
grouping,the auditorysystemdoesnot treatit asa dominant
cue. The principle that frequencycomponentsarising from
the samespatial location should belongto the sameobject
seemsreasonable,but the pliable natureof soundconfounds
the unambiguousimplementationof this idea. Sincesounds
can travelaroundobjectsor corners,one object's soundcan
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Fig. 5. Stimuli and listeners' responses in Halpern (1977) for different harmonic conditions. The complex glides were alII second long, and the numbers next to
a glide is its harmonic number. The numbers below each figure corresponds to the preference of hearing a bounce or a cross: numbers greater than 2.5
correspond to a bounce percept, and numbers below 2.5 correspond to a cross percept. [Adapted with permission from Halpern (1977).]
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travel through another object's sound. Moreover, two
sounds can arise from the same location, e.g. two talkers
on a monophonic radio, which listeners can easily segregate.
Thus, spatial cues alone are not sufficient to separate
streams. Shackleton, Meddis, and Hewitt (1994) presented
two different concurrent vowels to listeners and varied the
spatial and pitch separation of the two vowels. They found
no improvement in identification of both vowels by
introducing a spatial difference, while keeping the pitch
the same for both vowels. However, by introducing a pitch
difference and no spatial cue, performance improved by
35.8%. With both a pitch difference and a spatial difference,
the performance improved by 45.5%.
Grouping can also affect perceived location. If a tone
located in the medial plane is captured by a left ear tone
(due to frequency proximity), as opposed to a right ear
tone, then the central tone will be perceived to come from
the left side (Bregman & Steiger, 1980). The scale illusion
of Deutsch (1975) also illustrates this point (Fig. 7a). In
this illusion, a downward and an upward scale are played at
the same time, except that every other tone in a given scale
is presented to the opposite ear. In the figure, the ear
presentation is shown as an L or R for left and right ear.
The result is that listeners grouped the sounds based on
frequency proximity, and heard the two streams A and B
shown in Fig. 7b. In addition, right-handed listeners stated
that they heard the higher tones (A) in the right ear, and the
lower tones (B) in the left ear.
Overall, it seemsthat spatial cues are secondarycues, and
the perceptual system relies more on harmonicity and
proximity cues. Section 6 describes how the model
integrates both pitch and spatial position cues to offer an
explanation of the scale illusion.

2.6. Amplitude modulation (AM)

Amplitude modulation (AM) can be a possible cue if theperceptual
systemgroups those frequency components whichhave
correlated amplitude fluctuations. One effect of AM is
that the perception of a tone, which is masked by a noise bandcentered
on the tone, can become easierto perceive if anotherband
of noise is modulated with the centered noise (Hall &
Grose, 1988). The release of the tone from masking is knownas
comodulation masking release. Despite this effect, an
experiment by Summerfield and Culling (1992) showed that,
at slow AM rates (2.5 Hz), segregation of two vowels did notimproved
due to AM. So,the influence of AM on segregation
of multiple voices of seemsunlikely.
2.7. Frequency modulation (FM)

Frequencymodulation(FM)could actasa Sb"eaming
cueifthe
auditory system could detect correlated frequency
c
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7. (a) Scale illusion in which a downward and an upward scale are
being played at the same time, except that every other tone in a given scale
is presented to the opposite ear, corresponding to an L or R for left and rightear.
(b) The result is that listeners group based on frequency proximity, and
heard the two streams A and B. [Adapted with pennission from Deutsch
(1975).]
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changes among spectral components. One needs to distinguish coherent PM from incoherent PM. In coherent PM,
all partials (a harmonic or inharmonic component of a
complex tone) are modulated at the same rate. In incoherent
PM, the partials are modulated independently. Changes in F 0
correspond to coherentPM since all the harmonics are being
changed by a proportionate amount. Thus, segregationbased
on coherent PM could be a result of changes in Fo.
Several psychophysical experiments seem to imply that
segregation based on PM is not used. Carlyon (1991) found
that with inharmonic complex tone pairs, listeners could not
distinguish between coherent and incoherent PM, per se.
Extending this, Carlyon (1992) found that if listeners did
discriminate between coherent and incoherent PM, it was due
to mistuning a harmonic and not to PM explicitly. Moreover,
McAdams (1989) showed that by adding vibrato and jitter to
different components of a three vowel mixture, the
components did not segregate. Summerfield (1992) found
that identification of a vowel presented with another vowel
did not improve when a difference in PM was used,and all the
harmonics had been randomly shifted. However, there was
some benefit if the components of one vowel in a two vowel
presentation was frequency modulated while the other was
not (Summerfield & Culling, 1992). This result could,
however, be due to pitch difference cues. Thus, for the most
part, it seems that PM is not used as cue for segregation.

2.8. Onsetsand offsets
Common onset and offset cause grouping, even over
sequential grouping (Bregman & Pinker, 1978; Dannenbring
& Bregman, 1978). Bregman and Pinker (1978) presented
the stimulus shown in Fig. 1 as a repeating sequence.They
found that as A and B were further separated in frequency,
onset and offset synchrony grouped B and C together.
However, as B and C became asynchronous, A and B
grouped together to form a stream.
The interaction between harmonicity and onset asynchrony was investigated by Darwin and Ciocca (1992).
They found that if a harmonic started 160 ms before rest of a
complex tone, then it had a diminished influence on pitch of
the complex tone. Moreover, if it started 300 ms before the
complex, then it has no influence on the pitch. Finally,
Bregman and Rudnicky (1975) found that two 250 ms tones
that have 88% overlap fuse into one stream.
While not as strong as onset asynchrony, offset
asynchrony influences grouping. A harmonic which has an
offset asynchrony of 30 ms with respectto a vowel complex
contributes less to its identity than one with a synchronous
offset (Darwin, 1984; Darwin & Sutherland, 1984).

3. Existingmodelsof segregation
Meddis and Hewitt (1992) presenteda static model
that segregated concurrent vowels based on pitch.
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The pitch was derived using an autocorrelation.
However, the model did not handle temporally varying
stimuli. Brown (1992) and Cooke (1991) have presented
models which perform segregationof temporally varying stimuli. These models use pitch cues derived from
autocorrelation methods to perform segregation. However, these models use time-frequency kernels to
achieve segregation. In other words, they treat the
stimuli as a static pattern, a spectrogram, and then
perform dynamic programming and spatio-temporal
processing, which treats time as another spatial dimension. None of these models has tried to model the
processdynamically.

4. ARTSTREAMmodelof auditory streaming
4.1. From SPINETandART to ARTSTREAM
The ARTSTREAM model developed in this article
suggests how harmonicity and frequency proximity
interact in the brain. The model, which is shown in
Fig. 8, consists of several stages.The model includes a
specialized filter which inputs to a network that groups
frequency componentsbased on pitch. The filter is a.;
Spatial PItch NETwork, or SPINET model, that has
been developed in order to simulate psychophysical
data concerning how the brain converts sound streams
into frequency spectra that activate spatial representations of pitch (Cohen et al., 1995). The grouping
network is the type of circuit that arises in Adaptive
ResonanceTheory, or ART. ART proposes how the
brain rapidly learns to recognize and categorize vast
amounts of information by using learned top-down
expectations and attentional focusing to help stabilize
the learning process (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991,
1993; Grossberg, 1976, 1980, 1999b). A specialized
version of such an ART grouping network has been
joined to a SPINET front end in the ARTSTREAM
model of auditory scene analysis, in order to simulate
psychophysicaldata concerning how the brain achieves
pitch-based separation and streaming of multiple
acoustic sources.
First, the SPINET model will be introduced and its
operationsillustrated by a simulation of pitch perception.
Next, some general ART principles will be reviewed.
Finally the ARTSTREAM model will be described and
illustrative streamingsimulationspresented.In Section 8,
ARTSTREAM will be compared with the Gjerdingen
(1994)analysisof streamingperceptsin music, which was
baseduponthe motion perceptionmodel of Grossbergand
Rudd (1989, 1992). Gjerdingen's analysis quantifies an
analogy between visual motion perception and auditory
streaming that several authorshave noted; see Bregman
(1990)for a review. Otherextensionsof the ARTS!fREAM
model will also be discussed.

'0.
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4.2. The SPINETmodel

(a)
Pitch
stream

layer

00000
Pitch

Spectral
stream

layer

~~kh~
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Frequency

Input signal

Fig. 8. (a) Block diagramof the ARTSTREAM auditorystreamingmodel.
Seetext for furtherdetails. (b) Interactionbetweenthe energymeasure,the
spectralstreamlayer,thepitch streamlayer,andthepitch summationlayer.
The energymeasurelayer is fed forward in a frequency-specificone-tomanymannerto eachfrequency-specific
streamnodein the spectralstream
layer. This feed-forward activation is contrast-enhanced.Competition
occurswithin the spectralstreamlayer acrossstreamsfor eachfrequencyso
that a componentis allocatedto only one streamat a time. Eachstreamin
the spectralstreamlayer activatesits correspondingpitch streamin the
pitch stream layer. Each pitch neuron receives excitation from its
harmonicsin the correspondingspectralstream.Since eachpitch stream
is a winner-take-allnetwork,onlyone pitch canbe activeat any giventime.
Acrossstreamsin thepitch streamlayer,asymmetriccompetitionoccursfor

The SPINET model (Cohenet al., 1995)was developed
in orderto neurallyinstantiateideasfrom the spectralpitch
modeling literatureand join themto neural network signal
processingdesignsto simulatea broaderrangeof perceptual
pitch data than previous spectral models. A key goal of
SPINET is to transform a spectral representationof an
acousticsourceinto a spatial distributionof pitch strengths
that could be incorporatedinto a larger network architecture, suchas ARTSTREAM, for separatingmultiple sound
sources in the environment. The first several stages of
SPINET are based on a model of the physiology and
psychophysicsof the auditory periphery (Cohen et al.,
1995).The peripheralprocessingpreemphasizes
the signal,
or boosts the amplitude of higher frequencies, which
emulatesthe outer and middle ears. Next, the preemphasized signal is filtered by a bank of bandpassfilters, which
emulates the cochlea. Finally, an energy measure is
obtainedat the outputof thesefilters. This energymeasure
inputs to a spatial representationof the frequencies in
the sound.Thesefrequenciespassthrougha filter to activate
pitch categorycells. This filter convertsspectralfrequency
activations into pitch category activations by using a
weightedharmonicsievewherebythe strengthof activation
of a given pitch categoryis derived from activations by a
weighted sum of narrow regions around the frequency
harmonicsof that pitch at the spectral layer, with higher
harmonicscontributinglessto a pitch than lower ones.
Suitably chosenharmonic weighting functions enabled
computer simulations of pitch perception data involving
mistunedcomponents(Moore et al., 1985),shifted harmonics (Patterson& Wightman, 1976; Schouten,Ritsma, &
Cardozo, 1962), and various types of continuous spectra
including rippled noise (Bilsen & Ritsma,1970; Yost, Hill,
& Perez-Falcon,1978). It was shown how the weighting
functions produce the dominance region (Plomp, 1967;
Ritsma, 1967), how they lead to octave shifts of pitch in
responseto ambiguous stimuli (patterson& Wightman,
1976; Schouten,Ritsma,& Cardozo,1962),and how they
lead to a pitch region in responseto the octave-spaced
Shepardtone complexesand Deutsch tritones (Deutsch,
1992a,b; Shepard, 1964) without the use of attentional
mechanismsto limit pitch choices. An on-center offsurround network in the model helped to produce noise
suppression,partial masking and edge pitch (von Bekesy,

eachpitch so that onestreamis biasedto win andthe samepitch cannotbe
representedin another stream. The winning pitch neuron feeds back
excitationto its harmonicsin thecorrespondingspectralstream.The stream
alsoreceivesnonspecificinhibition from the pitch summationlayer, which
sums up the activity at the pitch stream layer for that stream. This
nonspecificinhibition helps to suppressthose componentsthat are not
supportedby the top-down excitation, which plays the role of a priming
stimulus or expectation. [Reprinted with permission from Grossberg
(1999b).]
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when harnlonic components lfn = nfo, n = 1, ...) are all
shifted by a constant amount, .1, in frequency so that they
maintain their spacing of fo, lfn = nfo +.1, n = 1, ...), the
pitch shift in linear frequency is slower than that of the
components (Patterson & Wightman, 1976; Schouten,
Ritsma, & Cardozo, 1962). The data exhibit an ambiguous
pitch region at shift values of.1 = lfo, 1 = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5,...
where the most commonly perceived pitch jumps down to
below the value offo. Fig. 10 shows the pitch of components
spaced by fo = 100 Hz as a function of the lowest
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Fig. 9. Graphicalrepresentationof the SPINET model processingstages.
[Reprintedwith permissionfrom Cohen,Grossberg,andWyse (1995).]

1963; Small & Daniloff, 1967). FinaJly,it was shownhow
peripheraJfiltering and short term energy measurements
produceda model pitch estimatethat is sensitiveto certain
componentphase relationships (Moore, 1977; Ritsma &
Engel, 1964).
Fig. 9 showsthe main processingstagesof the SPINET
model. Fig. lOb comparesan illustrative computersimulation of pitch data in Fig. lOa concerningpitch shifts asa
function of shifts in componentharmonics.In particular,

110.

component's harnlonic number, I. When the shift value .1
is near a harnlonic of fo (.1 = lfo, 1 = 0,1,2, ...), then the
pitch is unambiguous and near 100 Hz.
The model explains these data, as in Fig. lOb, in terms of
the gradual reduction in the contribution a component
makes to a pitch as it is mistuned, combined with the effect
of filters whose widths are approximately constant in log
coordinates for high frequencies (see Level 6 in Fig. 9).
As the components shift together in linear frequency away
from harnlonicity, the higher components move into the
shallow skirts of the filters centered at harnlonics of the
original nominal pitch frequency much more slowly than do
the lower components, thereby slowing the shift away from
the original pitch. Moreover, as the lowest stimulus
component increases in harnlonic number, all components
are moving through broader filters, so the slopes of the pitch
shift become less steep, as can be seenin bOth the data and
the model output in Fig. 10.
Various other pitch data explanations of the SPINET
model depend for their explanation upon properties of other
model processing levels. The full array of simulated data
makes use of all these levels. A key hypothesis of the model
in all these explanations is that the harnlonic summation at
Level 7 of Fig. 9 filters each frequency spectrum through a
harmonic sieve (Duifhuis, Willems, & Sluyter, 1982;
Goldstein, 1973; Scheffers, 1983; Terhardt, 1972) that
transforms logarithmically scaled and Gaussianly weighted
harnlonic components into activations of pitch nodes (or cell
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Fig. 10. Pitch shift in response to a complex of 6 components spaced by 100 Hz, as a function of the lowest component's hannonic number. (a) Data from
Patterson and Wightman (1976). (b) Maximally activated pitch produced by the netwo1:kmodel. [Reprinted with permission from Cohen, Grossberg, and Wyse

(1995).]
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populations) at the model's final layer. The harmonic sieve
prevents spectral components that are not harmonically
related to a prescribed pitch from activating the corresponding pitch node. It is assumed that the harmonic sieve gets
adaptively tuned during development in response to
harmonic preprocessing by peripheral acoustic mechanisms.
This learning process is not explicitly modeled in SPINET,
but the use of ART matching and resonancemechanisms in
the ARTSTREAM model clarify how this learning process
could occur.

4.3. The ARTSTREAMmodel
Accordingly, the final two spectral (Level 6) and pitch
(Level 7) layers of the SPINET model in Fig. 9, including
the harmonic sieve, are embedded in the ARTSTREAM
model of Fig. 8, where they are elaborated into multiple
spectral and pitch stream layers that interact via excitatory
and inhibitory pathways. In particular, instead of there being
just one spectral or pitch representation, ARTSTREAM
contains multiple copies of the spectral and pitch representations (Fig. 8), each one providing a spatial substrate for a
different stream. Said in another way, each frequency can
activate a band of cells in the spectral representation. The
cells in a given frequency band lie at spatial positions that
are perpendicular to, or at least different from, the positions
at which different frequencies are represented. The spatial
organization of excitatory and inhibitory interactions
converts these bands of cells into different perceptual
streams.
For example, as in the SPINET model, each of the
bottom-up filters from spectral to pitch layers forms a
harmonic sieve. In addition, the top-down filters also form
harmonic sieves. As clarified below, these top-down signals
select those spectral components that are harmonically
related to a chosen pitch category, while suppressing all
other frequencies that may have initially activated that
spectral stream layer. The ARTSTREAM model incorporates general ART principles which clarify how the bottomup and top-down harmonic sieves are learned, and then used
to generate percepts of distinct auditory streams.

4.4. ART: fast learning and stablememory
in a changingworld
Humansare able to rapidly learn enormousamountsof
new information throughoutlife. For example,after seeing
andhearingan excitingmovie,we can tell ourfriendsmany
details about it later on, even thoughthe individual scenes
flashed by very quickly. More generally,we can quickly
learn aboutnew environments,evenif no one tells us how
the rules of eachenvironmentdiffer. To a surprisingdegree,
newfactscan be learnedwithout forcingrapid forgettingof
whatwe alreadyknow.
The brain herebysolvesa very hard problemthat many
current approachesto technologyhave not solved: It is

a self-organizing system that is capable of rapid yet stable
autonomous learning of huge amounts of data in a
nonstationary environment. Discovering the brain's solution
to this key problem is as important for understanding
ourselves as it is for developing new pattern recognition and
prediction applications in technology.
The problem whereby the brain learns quickly and stably
without catastrophically forgetting its past knowledge has
been called the stability-plasticity dilemma (Grossberg,
1980). The stability-plasticity dilemma must be solved by
every brain system that needs to rapidly and adaptively
respond to the flood of signals that subserves even the most
ordinary experiences. If the brain's design is parsimonious,
then similar design principles should operate in all the brain
systems that can stably learn an accumulating knowledge
base in responseto changing conditions throughout life. The
discovery of such principles should clarify how the brain
unifies diverse sources of information into coherent
moments of conscious experience.

4.5. ART matchingand resonance:the link between
attention,intention,and consciousness
Adaptiveresonancetheoryclaims that, in order to solve
the stability-plasticity dilemma,resonantstates,suchasthe
onesmentionedabove,can drive new learning. That is why
the theory is called adaptiveresonancetheory. How this
works is more completely explained in Carpenter and
Grossberg(1991) and Grossberg(I 999b). Some implicationsof ART principlesare as follows.
The first implication provides a new answerto why, as
philosophers have asked for many years, humans are
'intentional' beingswho arealwaysanticipatingor planning
their next behaviorsand their expectedconsequences.
ART
suggeststhat 'stability impliesintentionality'. That is, stable
learningrequiresthatwe haveexpectationsaboutthe world
that are continually matched against world data. In the
specialcaseof the ARTSTREAM model,theseexpectations
are top-down harmonic sieves that are activated by pitch
categories.The secondimplicationis that 'intentionimplies
attentionand consciousness'.That is, expectationsstartto
focus attention on data worthy of learning, and these
attentionalfoci are confirmed whenthe systemas a whole
incorporatesthem into resonantstatesthat are predictedto
include consciousstates of mind. In the ARTSTREAM
model, these attentional foci are harmonics of a selected
pitch category.
Implicit in the conceptof intentionality is the idea that
one can get readyto experiencean expectedeventso that,
when it finally occurs,it can be reactedto it more quickly
and vigorously, and until it occurs,we are able to ignore
other, less desired,events.This propertyis an exampleof
priming. It showsthat,whena top-downexpectationis readout in the absenceof a bottom-upinput, it can modulate,or
subliminally select,the cells that would ordinarily respond
to the bottom-upinput, but not vigorouslyfire them,while it
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suppressescells whose activity is not expected. Correspondingly, the ART matching rule computationally realizes the
following properties at any processing level where bottomup and top-down signals are matched.
Bottom-up automatic activation. A cell, or cell population, can become active enough to generate output signals
if it receives a large enough bottom-up input, other things
being equal.
Top-down priming. A cell can be sensitized, modulated,
or subliminally activated, but cannot generate large output
signals, if it receives only a large top-down expectation
input. Such a top-down priming signal prepares a cell to
react more quickly and vigorously to subsequentbottom-up
input that matches the top-down prime.
Match. A cell can become active if it receives large
convergent bottom-up and top-down inputs. Such a matching process can generate enhanced activation and synchronization with other primed cells as resonance takes hold.
Mismatch. A cell is suppressedeven if it receives a large
bottom-up input if it also receives only a small, or zero, topdown expectation input.
This ART matching rule and the resonance rule that it
implies have been mathematically proved necessaryto solve
the stability-plasticity dilemma (Carpenter & Grossberg,
1991). In particular, where they are violated, examples have
been constructed wherein learning is unstable through time.
These examples illustrate how we can continue to learn
rapidly and stably about new experiences throughout life by
matching bottom-up signal patterns from more peripheral to
more central brain processing stages against top-down
signal patterns from more central to more peripheral
processing stages. The top-down signals represent the
brain's learned expectations of what the bottom-up signal
patterns should be based upon past experience. The
matching process is designed to confinn those combinations
of features in the bottom-up pattern that are consistent with
the top-down expectations, and to suppress those features
that are inconsistent. This top-down matching step initiates
the process whereby the brain selectively pays attention to
experiences that it expects, binds them into coherent and
synchronous internal representations through resonant
states, and incorporates them through learning into its
knowledge about the world.
ART predicted (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1987; Grossberg, 1999b) that the brain usesthe simplest possible circuit
to realize the ART matching rule; namely, a modulatory
top-down on-center off-surround network. In such a network, excitation and inhibition are approximately balanced
within the on-center, so that top-down attentive priming can
sensitize but not fire target cells, yet matched bottom-up and
top-down signals can fire and even gain-amplify the
activities of cells to which attention is paid. The oifsurround can vigorously suppress mismatched cells. Many
psychophysical and neurobiological experiments have by
now supported this predicted link between attention,
competition, and matching, and circuits have been identified
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thatareproposedto realizeit within the laminar architecture
of neocortex.See Grossberg(1999a,2003b) and Raizada
and Grossberg(2003) for reviews.
In the ARTSTREAM model (Fig. 8), the top-down
excitatory harmonic sieve is balancedby inhibition from
the pitch summationlayer to realize theseproperties.As a
result, feedbackfrom the pitch streamlayer to the spectral
stream layer activatesa matching process that reinforces
consistentspectralcomponentsand suppresses
inconsistent
components.The inconsistentspectralcomponentsare then
freed to be capturedby other streams,as in the 'old-plusnew heuristic' of Bregman (1990). Competition between
streamsfor eachfrequencycomponent(Fig. 8b) presentsa
frequency from being simultaneouslyallocated to two
streams;hence,a frequencyis uniquelyassignedto a pitch
whose top-down harmonic filter succeedsin selectingit.
Reciprocal excitatory interactions between active pitch
stream neurons and their consistentspectral components
may continue until they give rise to a nonlinear resonance
across both layers. The listener's conscious percept is
hypothesizedto correspondto the activity at the spectral
stream layer when there is resonancebetween it and the
pitch streamlayer. In other words, a consciousstreaming
percept is predicted to arise from a spectral-pitch

resonance.
4.6. Resonantdynamicsexplain the auditory
continuity illusion
Resonantprocessingin the ARTSTREAM model helps
to explain cocktail party separationof distinct voices into
auditory streams,as in the auditory continuity illusion of
Fig. 1,asfollows. As noted above,afterthe auditorysignals
are preprocessedby SPINET mechanisms, the active
spectral, or frequency,componentsare redundantlyrepresentedin multiple spectralstreams.Thesestreamsarethen
filtered by bottom-up signals that activate multiple representationsof the sound's pitch at the pitch streamlevel.
These pitch representationscompete to select a winner,
which inhibits the redundantrepresentationsof the same
pitch acrossstreams,while alsosendingtop-downmatching
signals back to the spectral stream level. By the ART
matchingrule,the frequencycomponentsthatare consistent
with the winning pitch nodeare selected,and all othersare
suppressed.
The selectedfrequencycomponentsreactivate
their pitchnode which, in turn,readsout selectivetop-down
signals. In this way, a spectral-pitchresonancedevelops
within the streamof the winning pitch node.The pitch layer
herebycoherentlybinds togetherthe frequencycomponents
that correspondto a prescribed auditory source. All the
frequencycomponentsthat are suppressed
by ART matching in this streamare freed to activateand resonatewith a
different pitch in a different stream. The net result is
multiple resonances,
eachselectivelygroupingtogetherinto
pitches those frequencies that correspond to distinct
auditorysources.
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The fact that noise is neededto continue the tone in
Fig. la is dueto the fact that top-downexpectationsin ART
can select active bottom-up signals, but cannot create
suprathresholdactivation in their absence, which also
explains the property in Fig. lc. The fact that a future
tone can help the resonancepersist through the noise is
traced to the fact that it takes a relatively long time for a
spectral-pitch resonanceto become suprathresholdand
conscious, but a much shorter time for a consistent
bottom-up signal to maintain such a resonanceafter it
begins.Similar propertieshelpto explaina lot of dataabout
speech perception, including classical percepts like
phonetic restoration(Grossberg,1999b,2003b; Grossberg,
Boardman,& Cohen,1997; Grossberg& Myers, 2000).

5. ARTSTREAM model
The ARTSTREAM model is mathematicallydefinedin
this section. Readerscan skip to Section 6 for model
simulationsbefore studyingthe modelequations.
5.1. Auditory peripheral processing

y(t) = x(t) -Ax(t -~.f),

(1)

where A is the preemphasisparameter,and ~t is the
samplinginterval. In the simulations,A was setto 0.95,and
~t = 0.125ms, correspondingto a sampling frequencyof

8kHz.
5.1.2. Cochlear filterbank
The overall effect of the basilar membrane is to act as a
filterbank, where the response at a particular location on the
basilar membrane acts like a bandpass filter. This bandpass
characteristic has been modeled as a fourth order gammatone (de Boer & de Jongh, 1978; Cohen et al., 1995) filter

{ (-I

e-21rtb(f'o)
COS(21Tfot
+ 4», if t > 0,

0,

(2)

otherwise

and its frequencyresponseis
G/o(f) = [1 + jif -/o)/bifo)]n,

(3)

where n is the order of the filter; /0, the centerfrequencyof
the filter; cp,a phasefactor; bif) is the gammatonefilter's
bandwidthparameter,correspondingto:
bif) = 1.02ERB(f).

ERB(f) = 6.23 e-6r + 93.39 e-3f + 28.52.

(5)

Sixty gammatonefilters, which were equally spaced in
ERB, were used to cover the range 100-2000 Hz. The
output of each gammatonefilter was converted into an
energymeasure.
5.1.3. Energymeasure
The energymeasuresa short-timeenergyspectra(Cohen
et al., 1995)
~t W/&
ef(t) = -w 2' Igf(t -k~t)re-a&k,

(6)

k=O

where ef(t) is the energymeasureoutputof the gammatone
filter gf(t) centeredat frequencyf at time t; W is the time
window over which the energymeasureis computed;and a
representsthe decay of the exponential window. In the
simulations,a = 0.995, and W = 5 ms. The output of the
energymeasurefeeds identically to the multiple fields in
the spectralstreamlayer.
5.2. Spectralstreamlayer

5.1.1. Outer and middle ear
The outer and middle ear act as a broadbandpassfilter,
linearly boostingfrequenciesbetween100and5000Hz. An
approximationto this is to preemphasize
the signalusing a
simple difference

glo (t) =

filter would have if it passedthe samepower:

(4)

The equivalentrectangularbandwidth(ERB) of a gammatone filter is the equivalent bandwidth that a rectangular

Segregation based on harmonicity is achieved by having
objects compete for frequency channels, which are excited
by their pitch counterparts and supported by the bottom-up
input (Fig. 8b). As noted above, the spectral stream layer is a
plane with one axis representing frequency, and the other
axis representing frequency bands that can be allocated to
different auditory streams.
Each frequency channel in the energy measure, ef, feeds
up to the corresponding frequency channel in the spectral
stream layer Sfin a one-to-many manner, so that all streams
in the spectral stream layer receive equal bottom-up
excitation. Mter the spectral stream layer becomes activated,
the different streams activate their corresponding pitch
streams in the pitch stream layer. When a pitch is selected
in a given stream, it feeds back excitation to its spectral
harmonics, and inhibits that pitch value in other streams in
the pitch stream layer. An asymmetric gradient of inhibition
across streams prevents a deadlock in the selection of a
stream. In addition, nonspecific inhibition, mediated by the
pitch summation layer, helps to suppress those spectral
components that do not belong to the given pitch within its
stream, and thereby realizes the ART matching rule.
The following equation describes the dynamics of the
spectral stream layer:
Sif = -ASif + [B -Sif]Eif

-[C

+ Sif]Iif,'

(7)

and
Iif =

l' Efgs(eg) + J l'. l'Nfg[Skg]+
g..f
k... g

+ LTj,

(9)
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where Sit is the activity of the spectral stream layer neuron
corresponding to the ith stream and frequency f. Term
-ASif in Eq. (7) is the spontaneousdecay. Term Dfgs(eg)in
Eq. (8) is the excitation from the energy measure, which has
beenpassed through a sigmoid s(x) to compress the dynamic

parameter, UN

range:

Tenn LTj in Eq. (9) is the inhibition from the pitch
summationlayer, which nonspecificallyinhibits all componentsin streami. The effect of this is to subtractout those
nonhannoniccomponentswhich are not reinforced by the
top-downexcitation from the pitch unit in the pitch stream
layer. This is akin to the matchingprocessusedin Adaptive
ResonanceTheory (Carpenter& Grossberg,1991, 1993;
Grossberg,1980).As realizesthe ART matching rule, so
that a spectralstreamlayer neuroncan become

{
s(x)

~/(NS

+x1.

if

x>

0,

=

0,

(10)

otherwise

Similarly, Efgs(eg)in Eq. (9) is the inhibition from the
energy measure, which has been passed through a sigmoid
s(x). Thus, with both Dfgs(eg) and Efgs(eg), each spectral
stream layer receives a contrast-enhanced version of the
energy measure. Both Dfg and Efg are Gaussians which are

centered at frequency t, and have standard deviation
parameters, (FDand (FE,and scaling parameters D and E,
respectively; namely

Dig = DG(f, (TD)= D--.!.--e-O.5<f-gtloi,

(11)

(TD.J2:j;:

and

Eig = EGlf, ITp)= E-~e-O.5(f-g)2/~
ITE .ji;;:r

,

(12)

In addition,the tenD F2'p2'kMf,kpg(Pip)h(k)
in Eq. (8) is
the sumof all the pitches p which havea hannonic kpnear
frequency f in the pitch stream layer correspondingto
streami. In Eq. (8), g(x) is a sigmoid function

g(x)=

2-/(Ng+2-),

ifx>O,

0,

otherwise

(13)

where h(k) is the harmonic weighting function, which
weights the lower harmonics more heavily than higher
harmonics:

h(k)=

1 -Mh log2(k),

if 0 < Mh log2(k) < 1,

0,

otherwise

(14)

and Mf,kp is a nonnalized Gaussian, so that if a hannonic is
slightly mistuned it will still be within the Gaussian and thus
get partially reinforced. The width of the Gaussian dictates
the tolerance for mistuning. Kernel Mf,kp is centered at
frequency f and has a standard deviation parameter, O'M:
Mf,kp = Glf , 0'M)

= _-.!.--e-O.5if-kptloi,.
12=

( 15)

O'MVL.1T

The tenD JLk,..i LgNfg[Skg]+ in Eq. (9) represents the
competition across streams for a component, so that a
hannonic will belong to only one object. This inhibition
embodies the principle of 'exclusive allocation.' Since a
hannonic can be mistuned slightly, a Gaussian window Nfg
exists within which the competition takes place. Kernel Nfg
is centered at frequency f and has a standard deviation

Nig = G(f.

UN) =

~e-O.5(f-gY/~
UN ..J2:jT

.

(16)

.Active if only an energy input is present (bottom-up
automaticactivation),
.Partially, or subliminally, active if only a pitch input is
present(top-downpriming),
.Active if both energy and pitch inputs are present
(bottom-upand top-downconsistency),
.Inactive if both energyand pitch inputs are present,but
the spectral component is not a harmonic of pitch
(bottom-upand top-downinconsistency).
The first constraint allows bottom-up activation to
initiate the segregation process. So, if there is no pitch
unit that is active, then there is no inhibition from the pitch
stream layer, via the pitch summation layer. Thus, the
spectral stream layer will become active. The second
constraint makes sure that the pitch units do not activate
spurious spectral units by themselves, but only in conjunction with an input. This is accomplished by letting the
inhibition from the pitch summation layer be no smaller
than the excitation from the pitch units. The third and fourth
constraints state that only harmonics of the particular pitch
that are present in the input are excited. This is
accomplished by setting the combined excitation from the
input and pitch stream unit to be greater than the inhibition
from the pitch summation layer. If a spectral unit is a
harmonic of a pitch P and it has an input at that frequency,
then the spectral unit will remain active. However, if the
unit is not a harmonic (or a slightly mistuned harmonic),
then the inhibition from the pitch summation layer will be
greater than only the bottom-up input. In all the simulations,
the parameters were set to: A = 1, B = 1, C = 1, D = 500,
E = 450, F = 3, J = 1000, L = 5, Mh = 0.3, N = 0.01,
Ns = 10000, Ng = 0.01, (TD= 0.2, (TE= 4, (TM= 0.2, and
(TN= 1.

5.3. Pitch summationlayer
The pitch summationlayer sumsup the pitch activity at
streami, and providesnonspecificinhibition LTj to stream
i's spectralstreamlayer in Eqs. (7)-(9) so that only those
hannonic componentsthat correspondto the selectedpitch

'
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6. Streamingsimulations

remain active:
Tj = ATj + [B -Tj]

Lg(Pip),

(17)

p

whereg(x)is the sigmoid functiondescribedin Eq. (13). In
the simulations,A = 100,B = 100.
5.4. Pitch streamlayer
The original SPINET model had two components:the
spectral layer and a pitch layer. The spectraland pitch
representationsin ARTSTREAM enablemultiple streams
to competebetweenpitch units within and acrossstreams
(Fig. 8b). The modified pitch strengthactivationis
Pip = -APjp + [B -Pjp]Ejp

-[C

+ Pjp]Ijp,

(18)

The model qualitatively emulatesbounce percepts for
crossingglides,as well as severalvariantsof the continuity
illusion. Fig. 11 showsthe stimuli andthe listeners' percepts
that the model emulates.It should be reiterated that the
percept that a listener would hear correspondsto the
resonantactivity in the spectrallayer.
Stimulus

Percept

(a)

(b)

where
Eip = EL
k

LMf,kp[Sif
f

-n+h(k)

(19)

(c)

(+noise)

and

lip = J L Hpqg(Piq)
+ L L g(Pkp)'
p~q

(20)

where Pip is the pth pitch unit of object i. The term
E2'k2'fMf,kp[Sif
-n+h(k) in Eq. (19) correspondsto the
GaussianexcitationMf,kpfrom the spectrallayer which has
suprathresholdcomponentsnear a harmonickp of pitch p,
which is weighted by the harmonic weighting function
h(k). The harmonic weighting function h(k) and the
GaussianMf,kpare sameas in the spectrallayer (Eqs. (14)
and (15), respectively). The term J2'p..qHpqg(Piq)
in
Eq. (20) representsthe symmetric off-surroundinhibition
acrosspitches within a stream.The off-surroundcompetition acrosspitches within a streammakesthe layer act as
a winner-take-all net so that only one pitch tends to be
active within a stream.In addition,Hpqis definedto be one
within a neighborhood around pitch unit j and zero
otherwise,so that a streamcan maintain a pitch even if
the pitch fluctuates:
1,

Hpq=

(d)

//:::~~--,

k>i

if Ip -ql

1

(eJ

.,,""""
(f)

..-/1
~2

(g)

(h)

> O"H,

0, otherwise

(21)

The term L2'k>ig(Pkp)in Eq. (20) representsasymmetric
inhibition acrossstreamsfor a given pitch, so that only one
stream will activate a given pitch. This asymmetryacross
streamsalso provides a systematicchoice of streams,and
preventsdeadlockbetweentwo streamsfor a given pitch,
since all pitch streamsreceiveequal bottom-up excitation
from the spectrallayer initially. In all the simulations,the
parameterswere set to: A = 100, B = 1, C = 10, E =
5000,J = 300,L = 2, (FH= 0.2, and T= 0.005.

(I)

Time
Fig. 11. Stimuli andthe listeners'perceptsthatmodelsimulationsemulate.
The hashedboxesrepresentbroadbandnoise.The stimuli consistof: (a) two
inharn1onictones,(b) tone-silence-tone, (c) tone-noise-tone, (d) a ramp
or glide-noise-glide, (e) crossingglides, (1) crossingglides where the
intersectionpoint hasbeenreplacedby silence; (g) crossingglides where
the intersection point has been replaced by noise, (h) Steiger (1980)
diamond stimulus, and (i) Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus where
bifurcation points havebeenreplacedby noise.

...=...
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(b)
Fig. 12. (a) Spectrogramand (b) resultof energymeasurefor the two tone

stimulus.

6.1. lnharmonic simpletones
If two inharmonic tones are presented, then they should
segregateinto two different streams since they do not have a
common pitch (Moore et aI., 1985). Fig. 11a shows the
stimulus and the listeners' percept for two inharmonic tones.
Fig. 12a shows the spectrogram for two inharmonic tones,
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whosefrequenciesare358 and 1233Hz. Fig. 12bshowsthe
result after peripheralprocessing;i.e. the result after the
energymeasure.Fig. 13 showsthe resulting spectral and
pitch layers for the two tone stimulus for two different
streams.Fig. 13c showshow the streamsinitially compete
for the tones,but the first stream,which is inherentlybiased
in the pitch stream layer, wins the higher frequency
component, allowing the second stream to capture the
lower frequencytone.
Fig. 14 showsa schematicof how the grouping process
works for the two inharmonictones.After the two tonesare
processedby the peripheral processing,the higher frequencytone has a larger activity due to the preemphasis.
The preprocessedactivities feed into the spectral stream
layers at time t = O.Sincethere is no top-down activity at
the spectralstreamlayers,the two spectrallayersare equally
active. Next, at time t = t1,the pitch streamlayer receives
activation from the spectralstreamlayer. Since stream l's
pitch layer is inherentlybiasedover stream2's pitch layer,
andsincethe higherfrequencytonehasa larger activity, the
1233Hz tone is chosenby streaml's pitch layer. Sincethe
pitch layer is a winner-take-allnetwork, only one pitch can
be active within a pitch streamlayer. Oncethe 1233Hz tone
is chosen by stream 1, the correspondingfrequency in
stream2's pitch layeris inhibited by the streaml's winning
pitch neuron, allowing the 358Hz tone to be capturedby
stream 2's pitch layer. Next, at time t = t2, the winning
pitch neurons excite their correspondingharmonic components in the spectrallayer. In addition, the nonspecific
inhibition (shown as the darker arrow) inhibits all

(a)

(b)

Stream1 pitch layer

Stream2 pitch layer

(c)

t=tl

-,

+

StreamI spectrallayer

t=t2
(d)
Fig. 13. Model resultsfor the two tonestimulus. (a) spectralstreamlayer
and (b) pitch streamlayer for stream1; and(c) spectralstreamlayer and(d)
pitch streamlayer for stream2.

1\.

+

-,

l Stream2 spectrallayer

--.1\

Fig. 14. Schematicof how the model segregates
the two inharmonictones
into two differentstreams.See text for explanation.
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componentsin the spectrallayer. Therefore,those componentsthat are not specificallyexcited by the pitch layer
are suppressed.
For example,the 358 Hz toneis suppressed
in stream 1 since it is receiving top-down nonspecific
inhibition andno top-downspecificexcitation,whereasthe
1233Hz tone receives top-down excitationallowing it to
remainactive.

(a)

6.2. Auditory continuity illusion
The modelis capableof simulatingcontinuationof a tone
in noise, even thoughthe tone is not physicallypresentin
the noise (Miller & Licklider, 1950).In orderto appreciate
the result for tone-noise-tone condition, one should
considerthe result of the model for a tone-silence-tone
stimulus (Figs. 1c and lIb). For this stimulus,the tone
should not continue across the silence, but should stop
beforepenetratingthe noise.Fig. 15 showsthe spectrogram
and the result after the peripheralprocessingfor the tonesilence-tone stimulus.Fig. 16 showsthe resultingspectral
and pitch layersfor the tone-silence-tone stimulusfor two
different streams.The figures show that the first stream
capturesthe tone,whichdecaysinto to the silentinterval but
doesnot remainactive throughoutthe silentinterval.Since
the model doesnot yet have any onset/offsetmechanisms,
the spectral stream activity slowly decaysinto the silent
interval. The perceptdoes not, however,persistthis long
becausethe pitch layer activity decays more quickly,
thereby aborting the spectral-pitchresonance.The same
streamthencapturesthe tone after the silenceas well. The
secondstreamis not active since there are no extraneous
componentsto capture.
Now consider the case where the silent interval is
replacedby noise; i.e. the tone-noise-tone stimulus.For
appropriatesignal levels in the tone and noise,the tone
perceptshould continueacrossthe noise,even thoughthe
tone is not physically presentduring the noise interval.
Fig. 17 shows the spectrogramand the result after the
peripheral processingfor the tone-noise-tone stimulus.

(b)

(d)
Fig. 16. Model results for the tone-silence-tone stimulus. (a) spectral
streamlayer and(b) pitch streamlayer for stream1; and(c) spectralstream
layer and (d) pitch streamlayer for stream2.

Fig. 18 showsthe resulting spectraland pitch layersfor the
stimulusfor the first two streams,andFig. 19 showsa third
stream.The figures show that the first streamcapturesthe
tone,and that the resonancebetweenthe spectraland pitch
layerscontinuesthroughand pastthe noiseinterval.
The secondand third streamscontain the noise. The
reasonthat the secondstreamcapturesthe high frequency
noise as opposedto the low frequencynoise is due to

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 15. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the tonesilence-tone stimulus.

Fig. 17. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the tonenoise-tone stimulus.
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(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 20. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the ramp

stimulus.

(c)

layers for the stimulus for the two different streams. The
figures show that the first stream captures the upward glide,
which then continues through the noise interval. After the
noise interval, the same streamcaptures the downward glide,
leading to the ramp percept. The reason that the ramp
completes across the noise is due to the same reason that the
tone completes across the noise in the tone-noise-tone
stimulus; namely, the temporal averaging at the spectral

(d)
Fig. 18. Model resultsfor thetone-noise-tone stimulus.(a) spectralstream
layer and (b) pitch streamlayer for stream1; and(c) spectralstreamlayer
and (d) pitch streamlayer for stream2.
(a)

preemphasis:the noise at the highest frequencyis most
active, and so it is capturedby the secondstream.If more
streamswere presentin the model,thentheywould capture
finer subsetsof noisecomponents.
The model is also capableof producingthe continuity
illusion for the rampedstimulusshownin Fig. lId. Fig. 20
showsthe spectrogramand the result after the peripheral
processing.Fig. 21 showsthe resulting spectraland pitch

(b)

(c)
(a)

(d)
(b)

Fig. 19. The (a) spectraland (b) pitch streamlayers for stream3 for the
tone-noise-tone stimulus.

Fig. 21. Model resultsfor the rampstimulus.(a) Spectralstreamlayer and
(b) pitch streamlayer for stream1; and (c) spectralstreamlayer and (d)
pitch streamlayer for stream2.
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streamlayer is reinforced by top-downexcitationfrom the
pitch stream layer. Also, during the noise interval, some
noise adjacentto the plateauis active since the top-down
inhibition is not strong enoughto suppressthis activity.
Meanwhile, the second stream contains the extraneous
noise.If otherstreamswere present,they might alsocapture
somenoisecomponents.

(a)

6.3. Bounceperceptsfor crossingglides
The model is capable of qualitatively replicating the
Halpern (1977) and the Tougas and Bregman (1990) data.
For these stimuli, one obtains bounce percepts for crossing
glides (Fig. lIe), even if the crossing interval is replaced by
silence (Fig. lIt) or noise (Fig. Ilg). Fig. 22 shows the
spectrogram and the result after the energy measure for
the standard crossing glide stimulus; and Fig. 23 shows the
resulting spectral and pitch activity for the two streams. As
one can see, one stream supports a ' U ' percept, while the
other stream has a 'n'
percept. The ARTSTREAM
explanation for the bounce percept in response to the
standard crossing glide stimulus is as follows: initially, the
higher frequency glide is captured by the first stream since it
has a larger activation, and thus the lower frequency glide is
captured by the second stream. The glides are maintained
within their streams as they approach the intersection point.
At the intersection point, the glides activate multiple,
adjacent channels at the spectral layer. These adjacent
channels can belong to the two different streams such that
the larger frequency channel belongs to the first stream, and
thus groups with the upper glide; and the lower adjacent
frequency channel belongs to the second stream, and thus
groups with the lower glide.
Fig. 24 shows the crossing glide stimulus for the silentcenter condition and the result of the energy measure.Fig. 25
shows the spectral and pitch layers for two different streams.
The result corresponds to a bounce percept, which does not
continue acrossthe silent interval. The reasonone obtains the
grouping of the upper glides is as follows. The first stream

(b)

(c)

(d)
Fig. 23. Model resultsfor the crossingglide stimulus. (a) Spectralstream
layer and (b) pitch streamlayer for stream1; and (c) spectralstreamlayer
and (d) pitch streamlayer for stream2.

captures the higher frequency glide at the onset of the
stimulus and after the silent interval since these components
have a larger activity than the lower frequency glides due to
preemphasis. Since these components have a larger activity,
the first stream will choose these components, leading to the
grouping of the upper glides by stream 1,and the lower glides
by stream 2; i.e. a bounce percept.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 22. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the crossing
glide stimulus.

(b)
Fig. 24. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the crossing
glide stimuluswith silencereplacingthe intersectionpoint.
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(a)

(b)

(b)
Fig. 26. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the crossing
glide stimuluswith noise replacingthe intersectionpoint.

(c)

the spectral and pitch layers, and thus, maintaining the tone
across the noise interval. At the offset of the noise, the glides
are at approximately the same frequency as the tones that
were continuing through the noise. Thus, these glides are
grouped with the stream that has a tone close to its
frequency. As,a result, one obtains a bounce percept, where
the bounce completes across the noise interval.

(d)

Fig. 25. Model resultsfor the crossingglide stimuluswith silencereplacing
the intersectionpoint. (a) Spectralstreamlayer and (b) pitch streamlayer
for stream1; and (c) spectralstreamlayer and (d) pitch streamlayer for
stream2.

Fig. 11g shows the crossing glide stimulus where the
intersection point has been replaced by noise, and
the subjects' percepts of a bounce that is completed across
the noise interval. Fig. 26 shows the spectrogram and the
result of the energy measure for the crossing glide with
noise-center stimulus, and Fig. 27 shows the spectral and
pitch layers for two different streams. Once again, the
bounce percept is evident, but there is continuity of
the bounce through the noise interval. Stream 2 shows
some noise activity that 'leaks' through, which is due to not
enough top-down inhibition. The reason that the model
produces the bounce phenomenon can be understood from
the results on the auditory continuity illusion and the
standard crossing glide stimulus. Initially, the upper
frequency glide is chosen by stream 1, and the lower
frequency glide is chosenby stream 2, just as in the standard
crossing glide stimulus. The continuity illusion explanation
clarifies how top-down activity from the pitch layer helps
maintain the tone across the noise interval at the same
frequency as the offset of the glide. In addition, the temporal
averaging of the noise at the spectral stream layer provides
uniform activity over time that aids the resonance between

(a)

(b)

(c)

0

0;25

0.5

0.75

0.99975

(d)
Fig. 27. Model resultsfor the crossingglide stimulus with noisereplacing
the intersectionpoint. (a) Spectralstreamlayer and (b) pitch streamlayer
for stream1; and (c) spectralstreamlayer and (d) pitch streamlayer for
stream2.
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6.4. Steiger (1980)diamondstimulus
For the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus (Fig. Ilh), the
percept consists of two streams, an 'M' stream and an
inverted 'V' stream. This percept shows that the principle
of continuity can be overcome by frequency proximity.
Fig. 28 shows the Steiger (1980) stimulus and the result
after the peripheral processing. Fig. 29 shows the spectral
and pitch layer for two different streams. As one can see,
the lower 'M' shaped component falls into one stream,
while the inverted 'V' is in the other stream, which
qualitatively emulates the percept. The reason the model
emulates the Steiger data is similar to the explanation for
the bounce percept for the standard crossing glide
explanation. Initially, stream 1 is active with the lower
frequency glide and stream 2 is inactive, since there is only
one component present in the stimulus. At the bifurcation
point, stream 1 continues with the lower frequency glide
since this frequency component was previously active in
stream 1. In other words, due to the temporal averaging of
the spectral layer activity and resonance with the pitch
layer, the frequency component that was activated
immediately prior to the bifurcation point will remain
active and group with the same frequency component
immediately after the bifurcation point. Since the first
stream groups the lower frequency glides together, the
second stream is capable of capturing the higher frequency
glides. Thus, stream 1 contains the 'M' percept, while
stream 2 contains the inverted 'V' percept.
Fig. 30 shows the spectrogram and the result of the
energy measure for the Steiger (1980) stimulus where the
bifurcation points have been replaced by noise. Fig. 31
shows the spectral and pitch layers for the two streams for
the Steiger (1980) stimulus when the bifurcation points have
been replaced by noise. The figures show that the 'M' and
the inverted 'V' segregateinto two different streams, and the
'M' continues across the noise interval. The noise activates
other streams, which are not shown. The reason the model
emulates this percept derives from the explanation of

(b)

Fig. 28. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the Steiger
(1980)diamondstimulus.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 29. Model resultsfor the Steiger(1980)diamondstimulus.(a) Spectral
streamlayer and(b) pitch streamlayer for stream1; and(c) spectralstream
layer and (d) pitch streamlayer for stream2.

the Steiger (1980) diamond stimulus and the continuity
illusion; e.g. the ramp stimulus of Fig., lId. Stream 1
initially capturesthe increasing glide, while stream 2 is
inactive,just as in Steiger(1980)diamondstimulus.During
the noise interval, stream 1 completes across the noise
interval just as in the ramp stimulus,allowing stream 2 to
capturethe inverted 'V' component.

(b)

Fig. 30. (a) Spectrogramand (b) result of energymeasurefor the Steiger
(1980)diamondstimuluswith noiseburstsreplacingthebifurcationpoints.
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(a)

(b)

(0)

(d)
Fig. 31. Model resultsfor the Steiger(1980)diamondstimuluswith noise
burstsreplacing the bifurcation points. (a) Spectralstreamlayer and (b)
pitch streamlayer for streamI; and (c) spectralstreamlayer and (d) pitch
streamlayer for stream2.

7. Interactionsbetweenpitch and spaltiallocationcues
This section outlines how spatial location cues can be
incorporated into the model to aid the segregation process.
The spatial location cues indirectly influence grouping by
assisting grouping based on pitch. Spatial cues by
themselves cannot group objects, but require a pitch
difference to exist, in keeping with the data from
Shackleton, Meddis, and Hewitt (1994). The model is
extended using the same types of ART matching and
resonance circuits that have been used to achieve grouping
based on pitch in the previous sections. The extended model
shows how spatial location cues can prime the pitch stream
layer, and how the system can generate resonances that
consistently incorporate all the pitch and spatial location
cues that are available.
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between the two ears (interaural) and making a judgment on
the sound's location (Handel, 1989).
ITD, which operates at low frequencies (less than 5 kHz),
corresponds to comparing the arrival time of a signal to the
two ears. If a signal is to the left, it will arrive at the left ear
some microseconds before it arrives at the right ear. Thus at
0 ITD, the source is centralized, and at other ITDs the source
is more lateral. However, ITDs only work for low
frequency, where the wavelength is long compared to the
size of the head. Fig. 32 shows a schematic representation of
an object that is lateralized to the right. As the object emits a
sound, it will arrive at the right ear first, and then at the left
ear T microseconds later, corresponding to the extra path
distance d that the source has to travel.
At high frequencies, the head 'shadows' a sound
lateralized to one side, causing an lID, or intensity
difference. For example, if a high frequency sound is
located to the left, the intensity of the sound to the right ear
is diminished compared to the left ear. Thus, one can
localize the sound by a computation based on the intensity
difference at the two ears. The extended model presented
here incorporates only ITDs in the segregation process.
The proposed model extension is schematized in Fig. 33.
The model first preprocesses the incoming signal in the
peripheral processing modules. This preprocessed signal is
then used to determine spatial locations for the frequency
components, and at the same time to group frequency
components based on pitch using the spectral and pitch
stream layers from the original model. Segregation of
components is accomplished in the pitch and spectral stream
layers; the spatial locations nonspecific ally prime their
corresponding pitch stream layer to bias them towards
grouping components. Next, those components which have
been grouped by pitch are reinforced based on their spatial
locations.
The peripheral preprocessing is identical for both the left
and right 'ears', and consists of the same module as in
the original model. The output of this peripheral processing
is fed to the f -T plane (Colburn, 1973, 1977), where
individual frequencies f are assigned to a spatial location T.

7.1. Influence of spatial location cueson streaming
The auditorysystemlocalizessoundsusingtwo different
mechanisms:interaural time differences(ITD) and interaural intensity differences(lID). The conceptbehind both
ITD and lID is that the listener is comparing the signal

Left
Ear

I

Sagittal
Plane
Back

Right

Ear

Fig. 32. Geometricrepresentationof spatiallateralizationusing interaural
timing differences(ITD).
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Fig. 33. Block diagramlof an ARTSTREAM model thatincorporatesboth pitch and spatiallocationcues.

Variable 1"representsradial direction, taking on values from
-600 to 600 ~s. The value 1"= 0 corresponds to the central
location, which is a location centered between the 'ears' and
in front of the listener; 1"= -600 corresponds to a location
that is directly to the left of the listener; and 1"= 600
corresponds to a location that is directly to the right of the
listener. It is assumed that 1"maps to radial direction in a
linear fashion. It is also assumed that only one stream can
occupy one spatial location, except at the central 'headcentered' location, where multiple streams can be represented, as when a symphony is heard through a pair of
balanced monaural microphones. This scheme realizes a
type of 'acoustic fovea' which donates more representational space to centered sounds than to peripheral sounds.
Once components have been assigned to a given location,
the location nonspecifically primes all the neurons in its
corresponding pitch stream layer. Fig. 34 depicts how the
spatial locations nonspecifically prime the pitch stream
layers, and how a frequency component at a given spatial
location in the 1-1" is reinforced by its corresponding
frequency component in the spectral stream layer.
The output of the right channel also feeds into the
different streams of the spectral stream layer. The spectral
stream layers are the same as in the original model. The
pitch stream layer is modified so that all neurons within a
stream become active if there are any components present at
that given location. Thus, a pitch stream layer will be biased
to win over another pitch stream layer if there are
components present at that location. At the central location,
the N streams are all excited. In addition, the asymmetric
competition across streams, term Ll',k>ig(Pkp) in Eq. (20),

exists only at the central location; noncentral streams
equally inhibit eachother.
In addition,there is feedbackfrom the spectralstream
layer back to the f-T plane. The feedback consists of
Left

nD 't
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Fig. 34. Interactionbetweenspatiallocationsin the f -T field, pitch stream
layer, andthe spectralstreamlayer. The nonspecificinhibitory neuronsare
not shown.Only one streamcan occupyone spatiallocation,exceptat the
central 'head-centered'location T = 0, where multiple streams can be
represented.Once a spatiallocation hasbeenderived,the spatiallocation
nonspecificallyprimes all the neuronsin its correspondingpitch stream
layer. At the central location, the N streams are all primed. Once
componentshavebeen groupedbasedon pitch, the neuronsin a spectral
stream layer specifically excite the componentsat their corresponding
spatiallocation.At the centrallocation,the spectralneurons,corresponding
to a givenfrequency,from all N streamsexcitethe correspondingneuronat

T=O.
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a specific excitatory feedback and a nonspecific inhibitory
feedback, akin to the connectivity from the pitch stream
layer to the spectral stream layer. The specific feedback
excites those harmonic components existing at a given
location where a pitch has been determined. At the central
location, the spectral neurons, corresponding to a given
frequency, from all N streams excite the corresponding
neuron at T = O. The spectral summation layer provides
nonspecific inhibitory feedback to suppress those (inharmonic) frequency components that do not belong to that
pitch, allowing other spatial locations to capture that
frequency component, and in turn, leading to complete
resonance within the model.
The extended model is capable of replicating Deutsch
(1975) scale illusion (Fig. 7), where a downward and an
upward scale are played at the same time, except that every
other tone in a given scale is presented to the opposite ear.
The result is that listeners group based on frequency
proximity, and hear a bounce percept. In order to understand
qualitatively how the model can explain this phenomenon,
one needs to recall that the model does not group based on
spatial location, but instead, spatial location only primes the
grouping based on the pitch process. For the first two
simultaneous tones, high C presented to the left ear and a
low C presented to the right ear, the left and right spatial
locations become active, priming their corresponding pitch
stream layers. This in turn causesthe left stream to capture
the high C tone and the right stream to capture the low C
tone. For the next two simultaneous tones, a B presented to
the right ear and a D presented to the left ear, both the left
and right channels are still equally active, which causes both
the left and right pitch stream layers to remain equally
primed. Now due to frequency proximity in the spectral
stream layer, the B will be grouped with the high C tone, and
the D will be grouped with the low C tone. Thus, due to
equal activation of the left and right spatial locations,
grouping based on frequency proximity overcomes grouping based on spatial location. Similarly, the rest of the tones
in the sequence will be grouped based on proximity, leading
to the bounce percept.

8. Discussion
This paper neurally models aspectsof the processthat
Bregman (1990) calls primitive auditory sceneanalysis.
The model suggestshow the brain segregatesoverlapping
auditory componentsusing pitch cues to create different
coherentmentalobjects,or streams.The modelis shownto
qualitatively replicate listeners' perceptsof hearing two
streamsfor two inharmonictones,variants of the auditory
continuity illusion, bounce percepts for crossing glides
even if the intersection point is replaced by silence or
noise, and the 'M' and inverted 'V' percept for Steiger
(1980)diamondstimulus evenif the bifurcationpoints are
replacedby noise.
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The model is called an ARTSTREAM model because the
core mechanisms that control the streaming process are
specializations of Adaptive Resonance Theory, or ART,
mechanisms (Carpenter & Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg,
1980, 1999b, 2003a; Grossberg & Stone, 1986; Raizada &
Grossberg, 2003). These include the matching process
which enables bottom-up energy inputs to activate spectral
stream components in the absence of top-down pitchactivated inputs, top-down inputs to prime consistent
spectral components in the absence of bottom-up energy
inputs, and a confluence of bottom-up and top-down inputs
to selectively amplify those harmonic spectral components
that are consistent with the pitch, while inhibiting
inconsistent spectral components. Rejected components
are then freed to be represented by other streams, as in the
'old-plus-new heuristic' of Bregman (1990). After matching
selects consistent components, the continued reciprocal
action of bottom-up and top-down inputs generates a
resonance that is hypothesized to give rise to an auditory
percept. In many applications of ART, this resonance also
creates the dynamical substrate for triggering adaptive
tuning of the weights in the bottom-up and top-down
pathways; hence the name adaptive resonance theory. The
ART matching and resonance mechanisms have been
proved to be capable of stabilizing this learning process in
response to dynamically changing input patterns (Carpenter
& Grossberg, 1987, 1991).
Bregman (1990) distinguishes primitive segregation
mechanisms from higher-order processes that he calls
schema-based segregation. Grossberg et al. (1997) and
Grossberg and Myers (2000) have shown that psychophysical data about such a schema-based process, namely
variable-rate speech categorization, can also be quantitatively modeled using ART matching and resonancerules; see
Grossberg (2003b) for a review. On the other hand, auditory
streaming and phonetic processes seem to have distinguishable properties. For example, streaming includes the setting
up of spectral-pitch resonances, whereas phonetic processing generates (working memory)-(list chunk) resonances
in a different part of the brain. Due to harmonic bottom-up
and top-down filters that bind spectral components to pitch
categories during auditory streaming (Figs. 8 and 9), the role
of harmonics is more important during auditory streaming
than during phonetic perception, as has been experimentally
demonstrated by Remez, Pardo, Piorkowski, and Rubin
(2001) and Remez, Rubin, Berns, Pardo, and Lang (1994).
These examples provide convergent evidence that similar
ART matching and resonance processesoperate on multiple
levels of the auditory system. These results extend other
ART explanations of a variety of speech and word
recognition data (Cohen & Grossberg, 1986 and Grossberg
& Stone, 1986).
While the present model of primitive segregation is
capable of qualitatively producing correct responses for the
streaming stimuli mentioned above, the model needs to be
further developed in order to emulate other streaming
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phenomena. For example, the present version of ARTSTREAM does not contain transient onset or offset
mechanisms to help create more sharply synchronized
resonant onsets and offsets. As a result, the spectral layer
decays slowly at the offset of a tone. In addition, onset and
offset cues can influence the segregation process itself. For
example, the continuity illusion of hearing a tone in noise
can be destroyed by decreasing or increasing the amplitude
of the tone at the onset or offset of the noise (Bregman,
1990; Bregman & Dannenbring, 1977). Another set of data
that need further investigation demonstrate how the addition
of harmonics can help overcome grouping by proximity. In
particular, as in Fig. 5c, the addition of harmonics to one
glide in a stimulus that consists of crossing ascending and
descending glides can lead to a cross percept and not a
bounce percept (Bregman, 1990). Using analog, rather than
binary, winner-take-all, activations of pitch stream neurons
should handle these cases by making the activity of pitch
nodes covary with the number of harmonics that activate
them.
Streaming percepts in music perception have been
simulated by Gjerdingen (1994), who has exploited
similarities between apparent motion in vision and streaming in audition. Gjerdingen notes that "a great deal of the
motion perceived in music is apparent rather than real. On
the piano, for example, no continuous movement in
frequency occurs between two sequentially sounded tones.
Though a listener may perceive a movement from the first
tone to the second, each tone merely begins and ends at its
stationary position on the frequency continuum" (p. 335).
By applying Grossberg and Rudd (1989, 1992) model of
visual apparent motion, Gjerdingen has simulated properties
of the van Noorden (1975) melodic-fission/temporalcoherence boundary, various Gestalt effects involving
musical phrasing and rhythm, aspects of dynamic attending,
and the Narmour (1990) categorical distinction between
those musical intervals that imply a continuation and those
that imply a reversal of direction.
Why is visual apparent motion relevant to auditory
streaming? In an apparent motion display, two successive
flashes of light at different locations can cause a percept of
continuous motion from the first flash to the second flash if
their time delay and spatial separation fall within certain
bounds (Kolers, 1972). A key mechanism that helps to
simulate this percept in the Grossberg-Rudd model is
Gaussian filtering of visual inputs across space followed by
contrast-enhancing competition. If the input (flash) to one
Gaussian wanes through time as the input (flash) to another
waxes, then the sum of the Gaussian outputs has a maximum
that moves continuously between the input locations if the
Gaussians overlap sufficiently. In other words, a traveling
wave of activity moves continuously from one location to
the other. The contrast-enhancing competition spatially
localizes the maximum activity as it moves across space.
This Gaussian wave, or G-wave, has properties of apparent

motion percepts in response to a variety of stimulus
conditions.
In the acoustic domain, visual flashes are replaced by
acoustic tones. Gaussian filtering of visual inputs across
space followed by contrast-enhancing competition is
replaced by Gaussian filtering of acoustic inputs across
frequency followed by contrast-enhancing competition. For
example, although an arpeggio is composed of temporally
discrete tones, it leads to the perception of a continuous
musical phrase, which Gjerdingen (1994) has compared
with the properties of a G-wave. Such properties include the
key fact that a G-wave can continuously link distinct tones
whose relative timing is uniform but whose frequency
separation is variable.
How do the Gaussian and contrast-enhancing properties
needed to generate G-waves compare with properties of the
ARTSTREAM model? Remarkably, these properties are
already part of the spectral and pitch stream layers of the
ARTSTREAM model; see Eqs. (18)-(20).
Term Ejp
describes the Gaussianly distributed kernel Mf,kp across
frequency. Term lip describes contrast-enhancing competition. Thus, the ARTSTREAM model, in its original form,
already incorporates the key mechanisms for causing
'apparent motion' between successive tones. Within ARTSTREAM, these mechanisms are a manifestation of the
need for harmonic grouping of frequency spectra into
winning pitch representations.
Other relevant properties of the Grossberg -Rudd model
are the use of transient cells that are sensitive to input onsets
and offsets, and multiple spatial scales to cope with objects
that move across space at variable speeds. In the acoustic
domain, a movement across space at variable speeds is
replaced by movement across frequencies with variable
speed or spacing.
Chey, Grossberg, and Mingolla (1997, 1998) and
Grossberg, Mingolla, and Viswanathan (2001) have built
upon the Grossberg-Rudd model to explain more data
about visual motion perception. The motion BCS model
uses transient cells and multiple spatial scales to simulate
human psychophysical data concerning the perceived
speed and direction of moving objects. Analogous
mechanisms can be naturally integrated into the ARTSTREAM model to explain directionally selective auditory
streaming percepts (e.g. Bregman, 1990; Steiger & Bregman, 1981) as well as properties of directionally sensitive
auditory neurons (Wagner & Takahashi, 1992). All the
properties simulated by Gjerdingen (1994) should also be
achievable with such an extended ARTSTREAM model
when the Gaussians,transient cells, and multiple scales are
combined.
Finally, no learning occurs presently within the ARTSTREAM model. Simulations of how an animal can learn
during development to adaptively tune the harmonic sieves
that abut its pitch stream representations remain to be
carried out. Previous analyses of learning by ART networks
provide helpful hints for how these bottom-up and top-down
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learning processesmay be regulatedby resonantstatesof
the brain.
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